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At SPE Review London, we strive to provide you with technical
information and industry news, together with opportunities for
personal and business development, and increasing interaction
and collaboration among local energy professionals in the Greater
London area.
In that spirit, we’re planning some great new content: see
‘Editorial Board’, page 9; the ‘Month at a Glance’ page 12; exclusive
WiE Focus interview focused on gender balance, page 4; and the
Young Professional update, page 7.
Tom Wilson discusses the ‘Potential for Shale Gas Development
Onshore in the UK’ on page 8, while Frank Blaskovich, the SPE
distinguished lecturer, explains use of regret analysis for testing
energy policy viability on page 10.
And don’t forget to get tickets for the SPE Women in Industry seminar
in April (page 5), the SPE London Business seminar in June (page 3),
and the SPE London Annual Conference, also in June (page 7).
There are more events and networking opportunities listed on
page 13. And don’t forget to check out our social media pages:
Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin.
As always, this issue of SPE Review London offers the opportunity
to be educated, entertained and informed.
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...13
...13
We appreciate all your feedback!

ABOUT US
The Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) is a not-for-profit professional
association whose members are engaged in energy resources, development
and production. SPE serves more than 143,000 members in 141 countries
worldwide. SPE is a key resource for technical knowledge related to the oil and
gas exploration and production industry and provides services through its global
events, publications, events, training courses and online resources at www.spe.
org, as well as local chapters such as the SPE London section.
SPE London section publishes SPE Review London an online newsletter, 10 times
a year, which is digitally sent to its 3000+ members. If you have read this issue
and would like to join the SPE and receive your own copy of SPE Review London,
as well as many other benefits – or you know a friend or colleague who would
like to join – please visit www.spe.org for an application form.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the SPE. Extracts may
be reproduced subject to a clear acknowledgement of the source.

SPE Review London is YOUR online
magazine, so please send us your ideas,
comments and suggestions for articles,
interviews and/or topics you’d like to see in
future issues.
spelondon.communications@spe-uk.org

CONTACTS
Communications: spelondon.communications@spe-uk.org
CHANGE OF ADDRESS?
Please go to: https://www.spe.org/member/access/MyAccount
The Society of Petroleum Engineers encourages open and objective discussion
of technical and professional subjects pertinent to the interests of the Society
in its publications. Society publications shall contain no judgmental remarks or
opinions as to the technical competence, personal character, or motivations of any
individual, company, or group. Any material which, in the publisher's opinion, does
not meet the standards for objectivity, pertinence, and professional tone will be
returned to the contributor with a request for revision before publication.
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SPE London welcomes SPE Review
Editorial Board
The Communication and Marketing Committee of SPE London Section is happy to announce the newly formed editorial
board of SPE Review. The Committee Chair, Richa, says this is an essential step for SPE London towards increasing interaction and collaboration among local energy professionals in the Greater London area. We hope our efforts to encourage
engagement from the local energy community will help professionals to share their technical knowledge, build their
reputation in local community and enhance their network.
The creation of this editorial board is a step forward to support the committee’s planned makeover of the SPE Review
London; other plans include introduction of a non-technical segment such as:
• Month at a Glance featuring photos from recent events
• WiE Focus - articles/ interviews focused on gender balance
• YP update - an update from our Young Professional subcommittee
• Student’s Corner - articles from various student chapter supported by SPE London
The editorial board is a three-member team consisting of Senior editor, Jonathan Ovens; Editor, Joshua Beinke; and
designer, Ffion Llwyd-Jones.
The board will be primarily responsible for the technical and business development of articles in SPE Review London.
Please join us in welcoming the editorial board.
Get in touch if you have any questions/comments or would like to contribute.

SPE Review London:
Call for Technical Articles
SPE London Section is pleased to invite all members to contribute technical,
financial or business development articles for publication to our monthly SPE
Review London e-Magazine.
SPE Review is an integral part of SPE London’s objective of promoting exchange of knowledge and increasing
collaboration among local energy professional community for public benefit. It provides opportunities for
professionals in the Greater London are to enhance their technical and professional competence, build a reputation
among their peers, and expand their network.
The submission deadlines for upcoming issues are:
Issue

Submisson Date

April, 2017
May, 2017
June, 2017

30th March, 2017
27th April, 2017
25th May, 2017

We are looking for articles that communicate member’s knowledge and experience and could promote active
discussion among the membership. The articles can be up to 500 words in length and have up to two figures. The
SPE Review Editorial Board reserves the right to reject, change or amend articles. Articles will need to conform to
SPE guidelines on commerciality.
Submit via email: spelondon.communications@spe-uk.org
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Effective Energy Policy
Implementation and
Monitoring

Frank Blaskovich

Frank Blaskovich, the SPE distinguished lecturer discusses approaches to energy policy development
We live in a complex world where everything we do is connected in many ways to everything and everyone else.
This makes it difficult to find good, long-lasting solutions to all types of problems. This extends to policies that affect how
we all coexist on this small, densely populated, highly interconnected planet.
Our approach to energy policy development is based on the assumption that it can be treated as a complex system problem
and can be understood using system science. This idea is not new, but has rarely been applied in the petroleum industry.
We believe that fair and effective policies can be developed and that these policies can work better for all stakeholders than
those based on more traditional approaches.
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We can understand simple systems because they usually behave in a very
intuitive, predictable way. However, simple solutions to complex problems
seldom work as planned and usually have unintended consequences.
Complex systems are beyond our intuition and can only be understood with
computer models. These systems are notoriously unpredictable because of
many difficult-to-define variables and their unknowable future behavior.
Models help us to understand how these systems may work over a wide
range of possible futures. In this context, the best we can hope for is to
develop policies that minimize bad future outcomes.

Energy policy models simulate the behavior of key stakeholders, or
actors, such as the energy producers, government, and society. All models
are flawed because they only approximate reality and policy models are no
exception. They should include as many relevant variables as possible, all major stakeholders, and their inter-connections.
GDP per
Capita

Figure 1

SOCIETY

As shown in Figure 1 (above), the Producer explores, develops and
produces energy resources, the State levies taxes on the Producer to
generate revenues needed to maintain Society, and the Society benefits from
and improves the well-being of both the State and Producer.
We use regret analysis to find viable policies that reflect the actors’ goals.
Policy regret is the difference between the best possible solution and any
other policy solution for a given future. Each actor would like to minimize his
policy regret. Typically, actor goals are widely diverse. This creates a policy
envelope that contains all viable solutions, shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2

Somewhere inside this envelope, a “fair” policy must exist where all actors share the same regret. We call this fair because
everyone gains and loses equally. No actor dominates any other. An unfair policy may appear to benefit one actor, but its
overall consequences may be detrimental. An added benefit of the policy envelope is that it can be used to test any other
policy, regardless of how it is calculated, and see how “fair” it is to all actors.
A policy’s effectiveness can be tested by simulating its behavior in many different futures. Those that do better regardless
of future surprises are preferable. Because the problem is complex and the real future is unknowable, our objective is to
find those policies that do better than others, implement them, and monitor their behavior. In this kind of problem, there
is no unique, permanent solution. The policymaker’s job is to constantly work to improve policies for the betterment of all.
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YP Update: EXPRO PVT Lab Visit
Another February has come and gone, bringing with
it the prospect of spring and adding another successful SPE YP event to our already jam-packed calendar.
This time it was Expro who kindly agreed to open
up the doors to their Reading PVT labs and host the
popular event that saw our members pull back the
curtain to get a glimpse of all things reservoir fluids.
This ever-popular event has become an annual
mainstay of our event calendar that provides our
members with an introduction into the
fundamentals of reservoir fluid analysis through a
fascinating programme of practical case studies and
expert insight, capped off with a tour of their stateof–art analysis facility.
The resident experts, Neil Winkworth, Brian Moffatt and Sue Pearson, were on hand throughout the day to give our
members, both students and young professionals, a chance to have their burning fluids questions answered.
The SPE YP would like to thank Expro for their support in organising and hosting the event and hope that this fantastic
event will be back in the calendar for next year!

OIL AND GAS
INDUSTRY IN
A NEW EPOCH

REGISTER

NOW

SPE LONDON ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2017
27 June 2017, ETC St Paul’s –
200 Aldersgate Conference Centre

17Lond 130x190mm.indd 1
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Gender Balance makes
good business sense
Interview with Michael Borrell, Senior VP Europe &
Central Asia at Total
Michael will be a keynote speaker at the SPE Women in Energy seminar
taking place on 7th April 2017 and has very kindly agreed to answer some
questions on gender balance for the SPE Review magazine readers.

Michael Borrell

Isabel Asenjo, Senior Reservoir Engineer, Sasol, and SPE Women in Energy Committee Chair interviewed Michael for
SPE Review London.
“Gender Balance Makes Good Business Sense”
Michael believes that supporting gender balance makes organisations more competitive, more attractive and more
innovative.
This is important for the oil and gas industry in an increasingly complex, internationally connected world and the key to
succeed in an environment like this is to make and take robust decisions. This requires experienced and diverse workforces,
meaning organisations need to make the best use of all of their employees whatever their nationality or gender.
For Michael, the business case is clear; those organisations with a gender balanced workforce show the best performance.
“What Gets Measured Gets Done”
Total started focusing on gender balance more than ten years ago with the creation of the diversity council, an initiative
chaired by a member of the executive committee with one of its objectives being to monitor gender balance across the
company.
Total recognises that the path is long but they are making good progress. As an example, the percentage of women at the
top 300 senior executive level has risen from 6% (2004) to 20% and they are aiming to reach 25% in 2020.
“Commitment From The Top Of The Organisation Is Key”
Achieving more gender balance is not an issue that can be solved by only the women in the organisation, it takes everyone’s commitment from leaders through the entire workforce.
Michael sees a parallel on this subject with that of safety, a core value at Total. Once the senior management is convinced
of the business case, that there is value in having a gender balanced organisation up to top level, then it becomes a
question of having the right programs and measurable objectives in place and the rest of the organisation will follow. The
goals are then achieved as behaviours are modified and aligned to drive the success of the business.
The company must be very firm about this business objective until the point that it becomes an overall culture for the
organisation. That is where he thinks Total is at the moment.
“We Need To Encourage More Female Students To Study Stem Subjects”
Michael has been in the company for 32 years, and that is not unusual in Total. Total tends to recruit employees fairly early
on in their careers and the company’s turnover of staff is less than 1% a year on average.
Continued on page 7

Michael Borrell graduated in Chemical Engineering (MSc 1993, BA 1984) from Cambridge University and joined
Total in 1985. He has worked with its affiliate companies and has held senior managerial positions in the Total
group since 1995.
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WiE Exclusive: Interview with Michael
Borrell at Total continued
Total runs several initiatives to encourage more female students to study STEM subjects and women make up about a third
of the recruits from universities.
“Men Need To Step Up”
A large proportion of men believe that, these days, women have the same opportunities as men and that men don’t need
to do anything further to enable women to progress. However, in order to meet the objectives of a balanced workforce
it is the majority, the men, that need to change and recognise most the challenges that face women in the organisation.
Gender balance brings value, makes for a better work place and provides the basis for better decisions. As men recognise
this value is added.
Total runs a very successful women’s network and mentoring program for female executives but Michael recognises that
there is still a need for better awareness about this subject throughout the whole organisation.
“Child Care Costs Are An Issue In The UK”
Michael only got 2 days off when his children were born back in the early 1990s, but things have improved a lot since then
and now men get 2 weeks paternity leave and have the possibility of sharing the 52 weeks of parental leave with their
partners.
Child care costs are a pressing issue, especially in the UK. Total offers a salary sacrifice childcare voucher scheme to help
ease the costs. They have also recently incorporated more flexible working options to tie in with childcare but they realise
that there is still more to be done. Part of it is down to companies but governments also have a substantial role to play.

Join us for Women in Energy seminar on
April 7th, 2017

Join us for Women in Energy seminar
When: Friday, 7 April 2017 from 09:00 to 17:30
Where: London South Bank University, The Keyworth Centre, 21 Keyworth Street, London, SE1 6NG
How To Book:
For any questions, comments or suggestion regarding Women in Energy seminar contact:
spelondon.wie@gmail.com
Follow us on:
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Getting Closer to the Truth
How multiple analysis methods increase
confidence in production forecasts
Editors Review

Silvia Rey Gomez

On 28th February 2017, Silvia Rey Gomez of IHS Markit presented her observations on the use of multiple
performance methods to yield increased Production Forecast reliability.
The presentation, Getting Closer to the Truth, provided an individual
account of her experience in recognising the pitfalls of over-reliance
on a single analysis technique. The key case study provided was
the industry-heavy use of Decline Curve Analysis (DCA) to derive
Estimated Ultimate Recovery (EUR), which at times may be fraught
with violation of some underpinning theoretical assumptions;
assuming constant operating conditions, for instance, may not
always be reasonable in practice.

deviation between theoretical and actual forecasts.

Since the inception of modern and classical techniques in
production forecasting, there has been numerous literature and
case studies published which echo the risk of overreliance on not
just DCA but on all performance methods, including numerical
simulation, material balance, and analytical-based methods.

We hope that Silvia’s presentation provided a useful reminder
of this benefit. The presentation stimulated healthy discussion
about the strengths and pitfalls of all the various techniques at
our disposal. It was observed that it was always essential to anchor the analysis within the context of data presented, including
a good understanding of the geology and petrophysics and the
facility constraints where present.

The reality is that all methods, whether they be simple or
complex, quick or comprehensive, incur a degree of simplification
which requires technical assumptions to be made that are rarely
honoured by mother nature. There is a compelling argument
that this phenomenon is one of the key fundamental culprits for

Consequentially, one would find it difficult to disagree that
corroborating calculations across several methods (data and
time permitting) is a best forecasting practice. In this case study,
Silvia promotes the strengths of using flowing material balance to
prevent over-estimation of EUR and the additional benefit of
yielding Fluid in Place (FIP).

We also invite you to use this reminder to ask yourself upon your
next forecasting challenge: have you sufficiently corroborated
your forecasts?

SPE London Business Development seminar: June
Recent market research has highlighted that Private Equity funds show increased interest in capitalizing on opportunities in the oil and gas
industry. This evening seminar aims to improve the audience’s understanding of how PE companies operate within the industry and addresses
the key challenges and future plans of the following firms:
Buckthorn Partners – Nicholas Gee (Partner at Buckthorn Partners and former Exec. VP of Weatherford International)
Kerogen Capital – Roy Kelly (Managing Director Kerogen Capital and former MD of RPS Energy Ltd)
Petroleum Equity – Bernhard Schmidt (Chairman, Founding Partner of Petroleum Equity and former Member of the Board at Wintershall
Holding GmbH)
TICKETS!
http://bit.ly/2mxssgd
Date: Tuesday, 13th June, 2017
Time: 6:00pm - 9:00pm
Location: Level 17, Warwick Business School - London Campus, The Shard, London Bridge Street, SE1 9SG
Tickets: £30 for non-SPE members & £20 for SPE members.
Max number of Attendees: 100 (wait-list policy if sold out)
Eventbrite fees on top of ticket cost. No further discounts for unemployed or students.
Two-week cancellation term.
Book a place via Eventbrite
This evening will be chaired by Professor David Elmes (Course Director, The Warwick Global Energy MBA).
This SPE Business Development seminar will be hosted in the Warwick Business School campus within The Shard.
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Oil and Gas M&A in Current Market
Environment: Event Report
SPE London Section has organised another successful Business Development Seminar titled ‘Oil and Gas M&A
in Current Market Environment’. The sell-out event took place during the evening of 9th February at the
London School Economics. Report by Nurzhan Kairbayev.
The seminar started with an introduction speech by the evening host Nurzhan Kairbayev (SPE London). He outlined the
importance of the M&A in oil and gas industry, especially in low oil price environments and emphasized the difficulties
companies are facing today with accessing debt markets, making strategic decisions, uncertainty in oil prices and macro
economic and political environments being the most pressing issues of the day.
The first speaker of the evening was Adrian Del Maestro (Director of Research for Strategy&, the strategy consulting arm
of PwC). He gave a brief summary of the recent oil price fluctuations and showed encouraging data on CAPEX, rig counts
and M&A deals that suggested oil companies are
becoming more positive in their industry outlook.
He also pointed out that finding sources of finance
and choosing the right strategy would be crucial, and
that transformational and bolt-on deals will likely
dominate 2017 M&A activities.
The second talk from Jonathan Wolf
(Head of Upstream Oil & Gas Advisory, Investec) was more focused on funding
options with a more in-depth look at private equity
funds, debt and bond markets. Funds will possibly
return to oil and gas market but will target low
risk opportunities with current production and
low cost of development. He also showed, that
recovering oil prices are making debt providers be
more flexible, opening wider refinancing options
and creating liquidity for listed companies, which
could help high yield bond market to make a return
in 2017.
After the talks concluded, everyone proceeded to
the bar for a networking session, where discussions
continued and people exchanged their views and
thoughts over a glass of wine.
Once again, SPE London would like to thank
Adrian and Jonathan for sharing their insights and
thoughts with us, and attendees for their interesting
questions.
The next SPE London Business Development equity
seminar ‘Private Equity and the Oil & Gas Industry’
will be hosted on the evening of 13th June in The
Shard – see page 3 for more details.
This evening seminar aims to improve the
audience’s understanding of how PE companies
operate within the industry and addresses the key
current challenges.
Tickets at: https://spe_bd_pe.eventbrite.co.uk
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Potential for Shale Gas
Development Onshore
in the UK

Tom Wilson

One of the key factors contributing to the recent oil price collapse has been the success of US shale development. Now
that we are on the path of “Brexit” coupled with the decline of the North Sea, the UK’s security of energy supply becomes
ever more critical; 15 years from now, without natural gas from shale, we will be importing more than 75% of our gas.
The UK onshore oil and gas industry has a long history pre-dating the North Sea by almost a century.
The potential for shale gas development onshore in the UK has received increasing interest from both industry and the
opponents of fossil fuels over the last 5 years.
The first shale well to be drilled and hydraulically fractured was at Preese Hall in Lancashire in 2011.
During the hydraulic fracturing of this well there was associated induced seismicity which led to a voluntary cessation of
fracturing operations until a full investigation and any recommendations arising had been initiated.
In the intervening period numerous academic, engineering, scientific and Regulatory, as well as industry studies and reports, have led to a suite of enhanced regulations, environmental guidelines and recommendations for best practice shale
development that augments an existing robust Regulatory framework.
Today, the industry stands on the threshold of drilling and hydraulic fracturing the next generation of shale wells designed
to assess the commerciality of the onshore shale resource in the UK.
These wells have the benefit of 3-D seismic, will be the most heavily monitored and environmentally robust wells drilled
onshore UK and are looking to prove up the significant resource identified by the BGS – over 1,300 trillion cubic feet of
shale gas can be found in the North of England alone.
As part of this process huge emphasis has been placed on liaising with local communities and key stakeholders.
There is opposition, often based on concerns regarding climate change but what is also apparent is that there is a poor
understanding of the role the industry plays in providing gas for cooking, heating homes and as an essential feedstock in
manufacturing.
Shale gas in the UK has the potential to meet over half of our future gas requirements for decades. The commerciality of
the UK shale has to be demonstrated through flow testing which will require well to be hydraulically fractured, to occur.
If this is successful, shale could make a major difference to our energy supplies:
• According to the Institute of Directors, shale could cut gas imports in half;
• National Grid believe that British shale gas could meet more than 40% of our gas use – enough to heat every home in
Britain;
• And according to EY, shale gas development could see more than £30 billion of investment and create more than
60,000 jobs, many of them highly-skilled and well-paid.

Editor’s Note – Suggested Further Reading
For the readers who are curious about the topic and would like to gain more depth, we would like to
recommend the following further reading:
• For onshore oil and gas production in United Kingdom, please refer to: http://www.ukoog.org.uk/onshore-extraction/history
• For the technical aspects of hydraulic fracturing, please refer to:
§ http://energy4me.org/hydraulic-fracturing/
§ SPE 152596 “Hydraulic Fracturing 101…” by George King
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ADVERTISE WITH US!
SPE LONDON REVIEW

SPE LONDON MEMBERS

4000
members

15+ Technical
Disciplines

Connected to
Non-technical
Disciplines

40,000 SPE
Review
London emails

>25%
Opened emails

SPE London is a non-profit professional organisation, connecting oil & gas professionals. In the
Greater London area, we are proud to have more than 3,000 members, with varied technical
backgrounds.
Based in London, we can reach out to non-technical oil & gas professionals working in equity
firms, investment banks, and management consultancies.

SPE LONDON ADVERTISING RATES
SPE London Website
Advert Type
1 month
2 months

SPE Review London Newsletter
x1 issue x 3 issues x 6 issues x 10 issues

Advert Size

Homepage Banner

£250

£450

1/4 page

£80

£230

Sidebar Banner

£150

£250

1/2 page

£160

Full page

£320

£480

£750

£470

£940

£1,550

£950

£1,900

£3,150

GET IN TOUCH
Olga Bradulina olga.bradulina@rfdyn.com
london.spe.org/contactus
SPE London Section

facebook.com/SPELondon/

@SPELondon

Other Sponsorship Opportunities
Sponsor an SPE London event, or a Young Professionals event, and get a discounted rate
on your advertising. Ask us for details!
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Month at a Glance
SPE London has been busy with activities! Here’s a pictorial overview of what’s been happening.
Keep track of all our activities and events – check out the Events page on SPE London’s website.

Adrian Del Maestro speaking during Business
Development M&A Seminar

Rand Al-Obaidy, Gaffney Cline speaking
during February Evening Programme

Lively discussions during Evening Programme

SPE London Chair Miles Cudmore addressing the
audience during February Evening Programme
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EVENTS: Upcoming events 2017
14 - 16 March 2017 (The Hague, The Netherlands)
SPE/IADC Drilling Conference and Exhibition
The SPE/IADC Drilling Conference and Exhibition has been the leading E&P drilling event for 30 years. Hear
from international petroleum professionals, and industry leaders, innovators and investors including panel
session speakers from Schlumberger; The Oil and Gas Technology Centre; Energy Ventures; BP; McLaren
Applied Technologies; GE Oil and Gas; European Space Agency (ESA) and Evercore.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2kFBZ11
21 - 22 March 2017 (Houston, Texas)
SPE/ICoTA Coiled Tubing and Well Intervention Conference and Exhibition
The SPE/ICoTA Coiled Tubing and Well Intervention Conference and Exhibition will offer technical sessions,
informative speakers, Knowledge Sharing ePoster presentations, special events, and training courses.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2mcbcdD
28 March 2017 (London, UK)
SPE London Evening Programme meeting
Talk 1: Drilling Operations Management – ‘Seeing The Wood For The Trees’, Dr Ken Seymour, African Oilfield
Solutions. Talk 2: Mergers and Acquisition - Where do the skeletons lie, Chris Rachwal, Technical Director,
M&A Strategy, Gaffney Cline & Associates. At Imperial College, Royal School of Mines, in London.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2lE53ty
5 April 2017 (Bergen, Norway)
SPE International Bergen / One-day seminar
The conference programme encompasses topical panel discussions and technical sessions composed of
research-based presentations. Hear from 50+ industry experts. Network with 150+ industry peers across
Norway and globally. 5-Star Conference Venue - Grieghallen
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2mfbuSD
5 April 2017 (New Orleans, USA)
SPE Health, Safety, Security, Environment, & Social Responsibility Conference - North America
The SPE Health, Safety, Security, Environment, & Social Responsibility Conference–North America
focuses on health, safety, security, and environmental challenges facing the E&P industry. With a theme
of “Sustaining our Future Through Innovation, Collaboration, and Capital Efficiency,” this event will bring
together managers and HSSESR professionals to share ideas, best practices, innovative solutions
to address issues facing the E&P industry.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2n7ioal
7 April 2017 (London, UK )
Women in Energy seminar: ‘Pathways to Sucess’
Join us on April 7th for the 11th edition of the SPE Women in Energy Seminar, to explore what companies
can do and what we, as individuals, can do to work in a more gender-balanced energy industry.
We will be joined by industry professionals with a wealth of experience, as we discuss the challenges of the
industry and how these can be overcome to succeed at all career levels. Workshops and breakout sessions
throughout the day offer the opportunity to develop and build upon key career development skills, while
networking with industry peers.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2mYBuDz

SPE LONDON SPONSORS 2017

Consultant Listings
John Doe: Worldwide experience in management, technical and
commercial advisory services. Office in London and New York.
+44 (0)123456789 johndoe@abc.com
Jane Doe: More than 25 year’s experience with global projects.
Offices in London, UK. We specialise in oil & gas project management.
Call us: +44 (0)123456789 janedoe@abc.com
John Smith: Experts in field development planning for the oil & gas
industry. We understand your business. Specialist Engineering
johnsmith@abc.com +44 (0)123456789 +44 (0)123456789

You can add your name in the consultant listing for £10 per month.
For details please contact Olga Bradulina: olga.bradulina@rfdyn.com
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